The convolution ring, S, of sequences defined on the nonnegative integers, and the embedding of this ring in a field, have been discussed by Brand [1], Moore [2], [3], Traub [6] , and others. Brand [1] specifically mentions that the field in which he embeds S is a field of ordered pairs of members of S. Traub does not identify his field and does not mention "ordered pairs", but he mentions an analogy to Mikusinski's work [7] , and so he probably had in mind the same field of ordered pairs as did Brand. In [2] this writer showed that it was not necessary to create such a field of ordered pairs since there already existed a more natural, less abstract field in which to embed S. It is the purpose of this article to introduce this already existing and more natural field, ï, in which S may be embedded.
{av} {6"} = <£ a^S The fraction 1/t, for example, does not exist as a member of S. But 1/t will exist as a member of SF.
Let ff be the class of number valued sequences defined over the integral domain, J, each of which assigns at most a finite number of nonzero values to negative integers. For each member of 'S there is a least integer, m, to which the sequence assigns a nonzero value; the sequence will be said to enter at m, and the members of 5 will be called entering sequences. Equality, sums, and products with numbers, of members of í are defined in the usual termwise way. A suggested notation for such a sequence is {1,2,3|4,5,6,
where the vertical line-playing a role like a decimal point-separates values assigned to the negative integers from values assigned to the nonnegative integers, and the zeros assigned on the left are omitted for convenience.
Let v be a variable on J. We define the unit step formula "w(v)":
Then {«(?)} and {iv + l)w(")} (for example) are members of £F, whereas {v + 1} is not. The braces serve to bind out "v" converting a formula into a notation for a sequence.
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between S (sequences defined on the nonnegative integers) and the subclass, ff0, of ï consisting of sequences which enter at nonnegative points: The summation limits are finite in (5) since the sequences are entering sequences.
In particular, if a and 6 are members of the subclass £F0, we may take a = ß = 0 in (5) and (5) becomes
A comparison of (1) and (6) shows that the correspondence (2) is an isomorphism under convolution; we embed S in 3, identify S with iF0, elevate (2) to an equality, and permit any notation for a member of S to be used as a notation for the corresponding member of 3r0. In particular Since the only division involved in solving for the x's is division by a0, and o0 ?* 0, the x's exist and so the desired inverse exists.
Finally, let a be any nonzero member of S which does not enter at the origin. In Traub [6, p. 196] , every quotient of "generalized" sequences with a nonzero denominator equals a shift operator times an ordinary sequence. Thus, in Traub's notation,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where f/e equals an ordinary sequence since e assigns a nonzero value to the origin ; w-* is a shift operator, and is a "generalized" sequence-an ordered pair of ordinary sequences. In comparison, in the present paper, we are dealing with entering sequences (defined on J) instead of ordered pairs, and every quotient, b/a, of entering sequences (with nonzero denominator) equals an entering sequence. In evaluating b/a we may replace o, as in (10) A convenient way to multiply two entering sequences is to ignore the vertical lines at first, and then insert a vertical line in the final answer, following rules similar to those for the insertion of a decimal point in a product of decimals.
